BIU NEWS 2009 OCTOBER
NEWS FROM JAPAN
BJU got entry from 105 riders for the final round of the national championship 2009.
The event will be held on next Sunday (11/October) in Haizuka Trial Park in Hiroshima
prefecture. You can check the entry list by BJU web site below.
http://www.bju.jp/modules/tinyd/content/pdf/jbc09_r-4_entrylist.pdf
News No.07 dated 05/10/2009

BAC
We received a face photo of Rai Arjona yesterday. Thanks Rai. So we will put it here
and his personal details again on this news. Please use it to contact or to send
something to him.

Nation: Catalonia
Name of organization: Biketrial Association Catalonia (BAC)
Name: Rai Arjona Toledo (President)
Address: Santa Sabina nº48 2º 2ª
City: Olot 17800 (Girona) –SpainTel: 34 972 274 088
Fax: no
E-mail: rai@biketrial.es
HP:?¿
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2010 WBC ITALY

It is not the definitive version but we got one sample logo of WBC from Italy. It is
using a symbol of the region include Darfo Boario Terme. Below photo was taken by
Hiro when he has been in Italy. Unfortunately it was taken in the night without flash

light. Can you see the symbol by the left side of the billboard? We see it on the
sample logo above that riding on a bike. So we asked the explanation about it to
Giuliano.

Hello Hiro,
The symbol in the photo is one reproduction of the famous
“engravings rocks” of Valle Camonica. In the prehistoric period in our
valley many people make his graffiti and now our valley is famous in
the world for this reason. My idea is inspired by the graffiti of Valle
Camonica. Explain the significance of the graffiti is very very difficult.
Every draw has a significance (also hieroglyphics or Japanese
ideogram). In your photo is the “prayerful” or “the shaman”. We have
many symbols. In the ’30 the Germans tried the old European root in
this rock. Today the graffiti is UNESCO heritage and many students
visit the graffiti site in Darfo Boario Terme and Valle Camonica. Over
10.000 students from Italy and Europe every year. Is very important
site.
You can have info here:
http://www.arterupestre.it/en/museum/intro.html
http://www.voli.bs.it/ir-incisionirupestri/
and many others.
ATTENTION:
The logo I sent you yesterday is one draft; Is not the definitive version.
The definitive version is in project.
Hello,
Giuliano.
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NEWS FROM CATALONIA 2
We got a report from BAC and a comment from Ot Pi. And also the video of TV3 news
from Enric Gibert (If you want to check it, Please let us know it. We can attache the
video file. Need Apple-QuickTime to play). Thank you!
Dear Friends.
The news of the BAC is appearing in many mass media. In the most
important Radios in Catalonia, in many newspapers and magazines,
and very important newspapers. And several channels of television,
also in the most important television of Catalunya, with a good news

and images. This works well!
Administración BUE
Biketrial Unión Española
Dear Hiro,
Good news yesterday the biketrial was in all the news because of the
catalonia. Congratulations
Ot Pi
General Manager
ot@monty.es
Skype: ot.monty
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